Site-to-bedrock over 1D transfer function ratio: an indicator of the proportion of edge-generated surface waves?
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Abstract. We study multi-dimensional site effects in the small-size deep sediment filled basin of Grenoble (French Alps). A very dense array composed of 3-component seismometers over a 1 km aperture is used to investigate propagation parameters of waves propagating across the array. We present results for 6 teleseismic events for which we had a reference rock site. For the frequency range 0.1 to 1 Hz, records are clearly dominated by edge-generated surface waves. Quantification of energy carried by each identified wave train allows interpreting the difference between site-to-bedrock and 1D transfer function estimates in terms of laterally propagating basin-edge induced waves only above the fundamental resonance frequency of the basin. A simple ratio between site-to-bedrock and 1D transfer function curves should thus provide an estimation of the relative contribution of 1D and 2D/3D effects in ground motion on the condition that all the time signal length is taken into account.

Introduction

It has long been recognized that near-surface geological conditions play a significant role in modifying earthquake ground motion. When soft deposits are involved, a common explanation for the amplification of motion is the body wave trapping effects due to the impedance contrast between horizontally layered sediments and underlying bedrock. In such a case, when the local soil profile is known, the site amplification is routinely evaluated in the frequency domain by computing the 1D transfer function for vertically incident shear waves. From instrumental recordings, the transfer function is evaluated through sediment-to-bedrock spectral ratios [Boercherdt, 1970]. In case of a 2D or 3D structure however, this trapping also affects the surface waves, which develop on those heterogeneities and are subsequently trapped within the structure. By increasing amplification, duration and spatial variability of ground motion, the locally generated surface waves become very important for the local damage distribution [Kawase, 1996]. Despite this, they are not accounted for in site effects studies that most often focus or refer to effects of 1D structure only. The main reason for this is much more the difficulty to grabbing edge-generated surface waves in seismograms than physics in play as has shown the large theoretical and numerical literature about site effects modeling [e.g. Graves, 1996]. For basins of small or medium size (with widths and thickness smaller than 10 km and a few hundred meters, respectively [Bard, 1994]), direct S-waves and basin-edge induced waves are mixed and, in addition, 1D and 2D/3D effects contribute to the same frequency band. Their separation in the frequency domain is therefore difficult [Chavez-Garcia et al., 1999; Chavez-Garcia and Faccioli, 2000]. So far, multi-dimensional site effects have been most often brought up from the failure of 1D modeling to predict actual amplification (derived from site-to-bedrock ratio), or duration. This failure is spectacular in small-size and deep sedimentary alpine valleys [Lebrun et al., 2001; Faccioli et al., 2002]. The Grenoble basin
(French Alps) is such an example as can be seen in Figure 1: whereas the site-to-bedrock spectral ratio shows a flat amplification of huge magnitude from the fundamental resonance frequency of the basin at 0.25 Hz [Lebrun et al., 2001] to 5 Hz, this effect cannot be seen on other curves derived either from 1D modeling either from H over V ratio on microtremors. In a previous study [Cornou et al., 2002b], a very dense array of seismometers was installed within the city of Grenoble. Locally generated surface waves could be directly identified and characterized using the array processing technique that is generally required to track wave trains propagating across an array [Gaffet et al., 1998; Chavez-Garcia et al., 1999; Rovelli et al., 2002]. Energy carried by each identified wave train could also be quantified. Using such energy estimates, this paper provides new insights in understanding 2D/3D site effects through interpretation of the difference between site-to-bedrock and theoretical 1D estimates.

**Characterizing edge-generated surface waves at low frequencies (< 1 Hz)**

**Grenoble basin, data and method**

The Y-shaped sedimentary fill of the Grenoble basin consists of late quaternary post-glacial deposits overlaying Jurassic marls and a marly limestone bedrock. Both geometry (Figure 2) and mechanical properties of the basin were inferred from gravimetric [Vallon, 1999], active reflection and refraction seismic [Dietrich et al., 2001] and microtremor recordings studies [Bettig et al., 2001; Lebrun et al., 2001]. In addition, these methods were calibrated and validated by a deep borehole drilled in the NE branch of the valley [Lemeille et al., 2000].

An array consisting of 29 three-component seismic sensors was installed in the city as indicated in Figure 2. The array was equipped with short-period sensors (16 MarkProducts L22, flat response from 2 to 50 Hz) and wider-band sensors (13 Lennartz Le3D/Guralp CMG40 with a flat response from 0.2/0.05 to 50 Hz). The experiment lasted 4 months during spring 1999 and recorded teleseismic, regional and local events (weak motions). As we are interested in this paper in comparing 1D and site-to-bedrock estimates, we only consider teleseismic events for which we had a reference rock site (SBB broadband station of the Geoscope permanent network). Six teleseismic events are thus selected based on their satisfactory signal-to-noise ratio. They were recorded at least on 8 wide-band sensors.

The array analysis allows to identifying frequency, back-azimuth and apparent velocities of wave fronts crossing an array. Assuming planar waves and a homogeneous medium, the array technique is reliable when sensor-to-sensor signal coherency is high enough. For the whole signal time length, we first track the time-frequency windows for which waveforms are the most coherent across the whole array. The *Multiple Signal Characterization* [MUSIC; Schmidt, 1981] technique is then applied on these domains for evaluating propagating parameters of wave trains. Within an additive spatial smoothing procedure [Cornou et al., 2002a], MUSIC is indeed especially well adapted to handle with the large complexity of wave propagation including multiple and/or correlated seismic phases that are strongly expected in such a small 3D structure.

The analysis was performed between 0.1 and 1 Hz separately on each component. We only kept time occurrence and propagation parameters of those waves similarly identified on both horizontal components within a time, back-azimuth and frequency deviation of 5 s, 10° and 0.05 Hz, respectively. Next, the average analytical 3-component covariance matrix is used to evaluate energy carried by each identified wave train [Vidale,
During this step, the energy estimation is corrected to possibly account for effects of other wave trains propagating at the same time across the array [Cornou et al., 2002a].

**Origin and nature of diffracted wave field**

We assume that direct waves are waves coming from the source area within a back-azimuth deviation of +/- 30° from the theoretical back-azimuth to account for some deviation of the incident wave field by regional heterogeneities outside the basin [Cotte et al., 2000]. The diffracted waves correspond to all other waves. It means that we may only overestimate the source term, since there may exist diffracted waves in the epicentral azimuth. Despite a significant event-to-event source location variation, diffracted wave trains exhibit two main stable directions of propagation coming clearly from the two closest basin edges, underlying thus the importance of 3D structure in shaping wave field (Figure 3a). Figure 3b shows that apparent velocities are low at high frequencies and larger for low frequencies. In addition, phase velocities lie between the theoretical dispersion curves of the first modes of Love and Rayleigh waves derived from the borehole velocity model [Dietrich et al., 2001]. Spatial origin and phase velocities variation with frequency strongly argues that identified diffracted waves are basin-edge induced surface waves. Comparing cumulative energy over time of filtered signals between 0.1 and 1 Hz and identified wave trains, Cornou et al. [2002b] has shown that almost 40% of the total energy of seismogram was explained using array technique. The prevalence of energy scattered from lateral heterogeneity was also outlined: diffracted waves carry four times more energy than direct waves.

**Comparison between standard spectral ratio and 1D transfer function**

Geometrical site effects can be seen as the combination of 1D and 2D/3D site effects acting together. The horizontal spectrum on soft deposits can be thus decomposed as follows:

\[
H = H^{1D} + H^{2D/3D}
\]

where \(H^{1D}\) and \(H^{2D/3D}\) are the horizontal spectra related to 1D and 2D/3D site effects, respectively. If we assume now that direct waves are mainly affected by the local soil-column properties (vertical reverberations of body waves, 1D effects) and that edge-generated surface waves laterally reverberating reflect thus 2D/3D effects, the previous relation may be rewritten in the following way:

\[
H = H^{1D} \left[1 + \alpha_0\right]
\]

where \(\alpha_0 = H_{\text{diff, tot}}^{H/\text{dir, tot}} = \sqrt{E_{\text{diff, tot}} / E_{\text{dir, tot}}}\) (1)

where \(H_{\text{diff, tot}}^{H/\text{dir, tot}}\) and \(H_{\text{dir, tot}}^{H/\text{dir, tot}}\) are the horizontal spectra (total energy) of total diffraeted and direct wave fields, respectively. Total energy can be used to evaluate \(\alpha_0\) because the vertical ground motion is much less amplified than the horizontal motion within soft deposits. Value of \(\alpha_0\) can be interpreted as the production of edge-generated surface waves in the total surface ground motion.

Assuming for \(H^{1D}\) the theoretical 1D transfer function derived from the velocity model, we calculate a site-to-bedrock spectral ratio in order to compare it to the observed one. Fourier spectra amplitudes (modulus) of horizontal components of explained diffracted \(H_{\text{diff, expl}}^{\text{H}}\) and direct \(H_{\text{dir, expl}}^{\text{H}}\) waveforms are used for providing an estimate \(\alpha\) of \(\alpha_0\). As the reference station is 100 km far from the array, we focus here on frequencies below 0.5 Hz only, to warrant similar seismic source paths.
Figure 4a indicates for one event at each frequency the proportion $\beta$ of explained energy $E^{\text{expl}}$ compared to the total energy of seismogram $E^{\text{tot}}$ and the proportion $\gamma$ of diffracted energy $E^{\text{diff,expl}}$ compared to analyzed energy $E^{\text{expl}}$ (including thus both direct and diffracted energy):

\[
E^{\text{expl}} = \beta \cdot E^{\text{tot}}
\]
\[
E^{\text{diff,expl}} = \gamma \cdot E^{\text{expl}} = \gamma \cdot \beta \cdot E^{\text{tot}}
\]
\[
E^{\text{dir,expl}} = (1 - \gamma) \cdot \beta \cdot E^{\text{tot}}
\]

where $E^{\text{dir,expl}}$ is the proportion of direct energy compared to $E^{\text{expl}}$. When all the energy of seismogram ($\beta = 100\%$) is explained with array analysis, the observed $\alpha$ should provide an accurate estimation $\alpha_0$ of $\alpha$:

\[
E^{\text{diff,tot}} = E^{\text{diff,expl}} = \gamma \cdot E^{\text{tot}}
\]
\[
E^{\text{dir,tot}} = E^{\text{dir,expl}} = (1 - \gamma) \cdot E^{\text{tot}}
\]

If only a portion of energy is investigating with array analysis ($\beta < 100\%$) and if we assume that the non-coherent energy $E^{\text{not,expl}}$ that could not be analyzed with array technique is coming only from diffracted waves, an upper estimation $\alpha_{\text{max}}$ of $\alpha$ is:\n
\[
E^{\text{diff,tot}} = E^{\text{diff,expl}} + E^{\text{not,expl}} = (\gamma \cdot \beta + 1 - \beta) E^{\text{tot}}
\]
\[
E^{\text{dir,tot}} = E^{\text{dir,expl}} = (1 - \gamma) \cdot \beta \cdot E^{\text{tot}}
\]

\[
\alpha_{\text{max}} = \left[ \frac{1 + \frac{1}{\beta \cdot \gamma} - \frac{1}{\gamma}}{2} \right]^{\frac{1}{2}}
\]

On the contrary, if the non-coherent energy is coming only from direct waves, a lower estimation $\alpha_{\text{min}}$ of $\alpha$ is:

\[
\alpha_{\text{min}} = \left[ \frac{\beta \cdot \gamma}{1 - \beta \cdot \gamma} \right]^{\frac{1}{2}}
\]

Figure 4b displays for the same event the theoretical 1D transfer function, the observed site-to-bedrock ratio (horizontal and quadratic mean horizontal components are used) and the calculated site-to-bedrock ratio (open circles). Between 0.2 and 0.3 Hz, array technique allows investigating almost all the energy of seismogram (Figure 4a, open squares) that is mostly composed of diffracted energy ($\gamma \approx 80\%$, Figure 4a, crosses). In agreement with relation (7), calculated site-to-bedrock ratios fit the observed curve (Figure 4b, open circles): it strongly argues for this frequency band that difference between site-to-bedrock and 1D estimates can effectively be interpreted in terms of basin-edge induced wave effects only. At higher frequencies, from 0.3 to 0.4 Hz, only 7 to 22% ($\beta$) of energy could be explained. Assuming that the non-coherent energy $E^{\text{not,expl}}$ that could not be analyzed with array technique is coming only from diffracted waves, we use relation (10) with $\alpha_1 = \alpha$ to boost the 0.325 and 0.375 $\alpha$ estimates. New estimated site-to-bedrock ratios (Figure 4b, crosses) fit well the actual site-to-bedrock curve. At 0.175 Hz, observed site-to-bedrock ratio overestimates the actual amplification. However, Cornou et al (2002b) have observed that incident waves with frequency content lower than the resonance
frequency of the basin are not significantly influenced by the basin. According to such observations, we assume for this frequency that the non-coherent energy is coming mainly from direct waves and calculate a new 0.175 Hz $\alpha$ estimate using relation (11). New estimated site-to-bedrock value at 0.175 Hz (Figure 4b, triangle) fit better the actual amplification.

We plot for all events calculated site-to-bedrock ratio values (Figure 5a, circles). When the energy of seismogram is not completely investigated with array technique ($\beta < 100\%$), we assume for frequencies above 0.25 Hz that non-coherent wave field is composed mainly of diffracted waves (considering the coherent wave field for all events, the $\gamma$ mean value is 85 +/- 15%) and boost previous $\alpha$ estimates using relation (10) (Figure 5a, crosses). Such boosting is only performed when the proportion of diffracted waves $\gamma$ is less than 90%. For frequencies below 0.25 Hz, we use relation (11) to calculate new $\alpha$ estimates (Figure 4c, triangles).

Calculated or boosted estimates reach most often the actual amplification. However, these observations argue that, above the fundamental frequency of resonance, the non-coherent wave field is mostly composed of diffracted waves and underline the major play of edge-generated surface waves in differing site-to-bedrock and 1D curves. Since site-to-bedrock spectral ratio seems to incorporate all site effects (1D and 2D/3D effects), the relative contribution of 1D and 2D/3D effects in ground motion can therefore be quantified through a ratio between site-to-bedrock and 1D estimates. In the Grenoble basin, 2D/3D site effects should also be responsible of a large ground motion over-amplification with respect to the 1D amplification case only (up to 12 times the 1D amplification at 0.5 Hz, Figure 5b).

Conclusions

In the Grenoble basin, array analysis on 6 teleseismic events recorded by a dense array of 3-component seismometers has shown that, between 0.1 and 1 Hz, diffracted waves propagating across the array are surface waves locally generated at the basin edges. At frequencies between the resonance frequency of the basin and 0.5 Hz, the difference between site-to-rock spectral ratios and theoretical 1D transfer function seems to be produced by edge-generated surface waves only. This interpretation is not surprising since all site effects affect signal recorded on soft deposits. As far as we know however, it has been only suggested [Field, 1996; Faccioli et al., 2002] but has never been so directly tackled. From earthquake engineering point of view, it means that site-to-bedrock spectral ratio incorporates 1D and all the 2D/3D site effects on the condition that the whole signal length is considered. Over-amplification of ground motion induced by 2D/3D effects compared to 1D effects only can thus be evaluated through a site-to-bedrock and 1D estimates ratio. Bearing in mind that the reference station is far away from the array and that this study concerns the lowest frequency band of amplification in the basin with the use of few teleseismic events only, other observational and numerical studies have to be performed to improve our interpretation.
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Figure 1. Example of site-to-bedrock obtained in Grenoble city for a 2.5 Ml seismic event occurred 15 km far from the basin, 1D transfer function and H over V ratio on microtremors. Reproduced from Lebrun [1997].

Figure 2. Grenoble basin’s digital elevation model and, superimposed, the 3D contour map of the basement’s depth (white lines; Vallon, 1999). Depth is indicated in meters. Location and configuration of the array are also indicated.

Figure 3. a) Distribution of the most energetic back-azimuth diffracted wave trains propagating across the array reported on the Grenoble basin’s contour map (triangles indicate source back-azimuth). The array is located at the circle’s center. Distribution of the most energetic back-azimuth diffracted wave trains of each event were added and averaged. b) Distribution of apparent velocities as a function of frequency (the solid lines correspond to the two first modes of the Rayleigh phase velocity dispersion curves, the dashed lines correspond to the two first modes of the Love phase velocity dispersion curves, the black straight line delimitates the velocity-frequency unreliability domain for array analysis [Cornou et al., 2002a]). Distribution of apparent velocities of each event is simply added. The color darkness is proportional to the number of identified wave trains at that velocity-frequency location.

Figure 4. a) Proportion of analysed energy compared to total energy of seismogram and proportion of diffracted energy compared to analysed energy as a function of frequency. The 6.3 Ms teleseismic event used occurred the 1999/05/06 at 23:00:50 UTC in Iran; b) Site-to-bedrock spectral ratio [NS (dashed line), EW (dash-dotted line) and quadratic mean horizontal spectra (thick line)] and 1D transfer function (thin line) as a function of frequency. See text for circles, crosses and triangles explanation.

Figure 5. a) Calculated site-to-bedrock over 1D estimate as a function of observed site-to-bedrock over 1D estimate for all 6 events. See text for circles, crosses and triangles explanation; b) Using all events, the observed average site-to-bedrock ratio +/- standard deviation is also displayed as a function of frequency.
Figure 5.